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Turbo VISIONS

A major milestone has been achieved in the life and history of VISIONS. VISIONS
began as an Options data fetching program in 2001. At is evolved through out the last
15 years into a super set of tools for stock and option investing. It has helped a lot of
people generate retirement income and allowed many to achieve significant investing
success. It has been used by people across the globe, in the USA, Europe, Asia, and
Australia. The important message is that it will continue with support of a new partner
Wall Street Winning.

Wall Street Winning has licensed my trade technology and is in the process of
delivering a set of products that will be available world wide on any platform with a
browser. This has been a goal of mine for a long time and it is now being fulfilled.

This effort started on January 5, 2015 with my first access on April 24, 2015. A Beta
test started on July 14, 2015. There have been some bumps along the way but the
great news is that the trade technology implementation has achieved an exact match
with the VISIONS algorithms.
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Success in investing requires one to find equities that meet certain fundamentals and
that are trading in a range allowing for future price gains and a reasonable return. This
has been a major feature of VISIONS for a long time. It did the searching and filtering
to provide a set of opportunities that were in my Buy Limit range, in addition to
providing the filters and functions that allowed one to find the best call and put option
trades at any time.

All of these capabilities will still be available with VISIONS but they have now been
Turbo charged. By using the Wall Street Winning data base and nightly VTAM Black
Box processing the VISIONS functions are now lighting fast. Fundamentals have
shown a 5x reduction in search time. Charts are about 4x faster and by using the Wall
Street Winning Black Box settings you save an additional 5 minutes per stock. So
looking at all SP100 stocks now only takes a few minutes. This not only saves you time
but also does away with the need of having to rerun VTAM on your lists all the time to
find out when it is the right time to BUY.
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VISIONS is being offered free to all current and past VISIONS users with a subscription
to the base level product offering from Wall Street Winning called Winning Signals.
This is the first product being offered based on my trade technology.

Winning Signals provides a set of Buy's every day based on the Groenke V algorithm and
filtered fundamentals. These BUY signals appear in your email in-box every day at 6 AM.
You can also login at any time and review those signals from any internet browser.

There are two types of signals, Monthly and Weekly. The Monthly signal is exactly the
same as the Buy signal produced by VISIONS. The Weekly signal is a shorter trade
interval (5-10 days) opportunity looking for small (2-4%) gains with lower risk. This is
now possible because the process is server based and has access to the computer
power needed to perform all the mathematics and pattern recognition in the algorithm.
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These daily signals provide you with a set of opportunities that you can look at for
traditional Buy and wait for the Sell signal or in conjunction with covered call or naked
put strategies.

You will now have more time to research and refine your investment plan since all the
fundamental filtering and historical chart data processing has been done for you every
night.

So how much does this cost? A better question is, “How much is this worth?”

I say at least $200 to $300 per month. In wanting to get all VISIONS users the best
deal I convinced Wall Street Winning to include a Free VISIONS license with the base
$99 Winning Signal offering.
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So here is the plan. When your VISIONS license comes up for renewal go to Wall
Street Winning and sign up for the Winning Signal offering. Once that is confirmed
your VISIONS license is free and VISIONS is available for you to use as long as you
have a valid WSW subscription. Wall Street Winning will do all the payment processing
and manage the FREE VISIONS license.

Additional VISIONS type capabilities are in development and will be rolled out for
browser access over time. During this phase you have the best of both, access to
opportunities every day with zero work, and use of the VISIONS tools to help analyze
the opportunities and review potential option trades when desired.

More information for VISIONS training, stock & options investor seminars, and Options
Trade Alert is provided in the pages which follow.

All part of my plan to help you WIN!     Ron Groenke



Sign up here at

www.wallstreetwinning.com

or

https://win.wallstreetwinning.com/sales-pagevisions-special



Training on how to use VISIONS is being continued by MoneyTreeVISIONS. All lesson
materials have been updated to incorporate these changes in VISIONS. If you would like to
attend a on-site seminar, one is being planned for September 23 - 25 in Orlando. The seminar
is a three day event focusing on the functions, usage, trading strategies, and recovery
planning. It teaches a methodology for using the VISIONS program to help improve your
results with covered calls and naked/cash-secured puts.  I teach part of the seminar focusing
on trading for income. You will find the seminar to be an invaluable source of information.
Cost will be $1,500 per person for three days. As a part of the instruction, we will develop
possible trades based on real-time opportunities. A structured trade is done as a part of the
class, that many have used as a way to pay most of the expense, if not all of it.  Cost of the
seminar includes lunch for each of the three days.

You can avoid the travel cost and hotel expense by obtaining training through webinars. A
two-day webinar has been developed which covers many of the same topics. Usually done as
one-on-one training, you can get personalized training for $1,500.

Please go to http://moneytreevisions.com/website/user-seminar-registration/ and express
your interest in either the seminar or the webinar.
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Looking to incorporate WSW Signals with Options Trading? Look no further than the Trade
Alert service offered by MoneyTreeVISIONS. I have collaborated with Tommy Brown to
present possible covered calls and naked put opportunities.

The use of weekly buy signals produced by WSW is creating a great opportunity to sell weekly
covered calls. These opportunities are being shown in the Trade Alert each week. Longer
term investors can use the monthly buy signals for monthly covered calls.

The service does the research for you using VISIONS to find good companies with sound
fundamentals and option premiums and entry point analysis. There are usually four to eight
stocks/ETFs possibilities for your consideration. You are responsible for entry and trade
management decision. However, Tommy shares his trades with subscribers via an email after
he enters a position. You get the added benefit of seeing the entry points and which
particular equity is used out of a candidate list.

For more information, and to sign up for a 21-day free trial, go to
http://moneytreevisions.com/website/trade-alert/
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